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Chapter 3.  Government Reports 
 

This Government Reports section allows us to print/view any or all 

of the government required reports like CPF form 91, Foreign Worker 

Levy, Skill Development Levy, IR8A and so on. 

 

From the main menu, we select the Government Reports option 

the screen below will show us the various reports available: 

 

 

 

CPF 91 Payment Advice 
 

The first important report is the CPF form 91 which must be 

submitted every month. We just click on to select this report 

and the following dialog box will appear: 
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Notice from this screen that there are 3 empty boxes with 0 in them. 

The first box is CPF late payment interest charge, this is the late 

payment penalty from the previous month's CPF. If we pay CPF in 

time, there will be no late charge, then just ignore this box. Thus if 

we do not have any penalty, just ignore these three boxes and we 

proceed to enter our cheque no. and the Bank. We then click on the 

OK button, the CPF payment will pop up as shown in the next 

figure to inform us the total CPF payment amount that we have to 

sent to the CPF board for the current month's employees' payroll. 

 

To submit all the employees' monthly CPF contribution, we just 

have to print out this form and attach the cheque and sent to the 

CPF board. 
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Notice from the above print out that the Skill Development Levy was 

already calculated. Similarly for the Foreign Worker Levy (FWL), 

if there is any FWL to be paid, Psoft will also automatically calculate 

the total amount of FWL.  The rest like MBMF, SINDA and CDAC 

Psoft will also automatically calculate their respective total amounts if 

they exist. 

 

 

The next government is the CPF listing which will list out the 

detail of the employees' CPF from both the employer and the 

employee,  the gross wage and any additional wage. The list 

is shown in the next figure below: 
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Similarly, we can print/view each and every other report in the 

Government Report option to confirm all the details for the month's 

CPF calculation. 

 

Another important report that is required by the government is the 

annual IR8A form for income tax submission. From the Government  

Report option, we double click on the Print IR8A option as shown 
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below: 

 

Another dialog box will pop up to allow us to select the range of  

employees to print/view: 
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We can select certain range of employee to print/view or just click 

on the OK button to print/view all employees' IR8A.  A sample of 

IR8A print out is shown below.  Psoft will automatically calculate 

and print out all the IR8A's requirements in the form for the staff 

to submit to the Inland Revenue Authority.  

 

 


